Agadir French High School
Basic rules to remember
• Simple present :
"She likes, he thinks that..."
• to go + to:
I want to go to London this Summer
exceptions: to go on holiday, to go home...
• il y a
= there is - singular: "there is a dog in the garden"
= there are - plural: "there are dogs in the garden"
There are ≠ They are
• pour
= for + groupe nominal (nom, pronom...) "I have a present for you"
= to + verbe "I came to help you"
• no "s" for the plural of the adjectives
"there were different people there"
• to want ≠ will ≠ would
Vouloir = to want (to)
ex: "I want to become a doctor"
Will : future: "I will be rich one day"
Would : conditional: " I would go on holiday if I had money"
• Modaux (must, can, could, will...) + Verb
"I must go to school"
"I can speak English"
"I could help you if you wanted"
Majuscule à tous les adjectifs de nationalité : Moroccan, British, French
• which / who
which : thing/animal: "a text which was written by..."
who : a person : " this is the man who bought my car"
• to agree (& to disagree) like the other verbs
"I agree (dont' agree /disagree) with you"
I'm agree
say ≠ tell = say something ≠ tell someone
« S » à la fin du mot au pluriel sauf exception : children, men...
For = durée ≠ since = date
Whose + nom (pas d’article devant le nom)
Everyone / everybody = singulier = chaque personne ≠ people = pluriel
Other ≠ another
Dénombrable ≠ indénombrable (advice, news...)
Masculin ≠ féminin ≠ neutre (non humain)
L’adjectif est toujours devant le nom mais il est invariable.
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Other examples
Wrong

Right

It's a problem very important.

It's a very serious problem.

He is sympathetic.

He is nice.

To tell the true

To tell the truth

The teacher learnt us a lesson

The teacher taught us a lesson.

He can't support the situation

He can't bear / stand the situation

As a lawyer, he wins a lot of money.

As a lawyer, he earns a lot of money.

This countries are really interessant

These countries are really interesting

A scientific experience

A scientific experiment

She is dead two years ago

She died two years ago.

To have success

To be successful

I am agree.

I agree.

He said me that...

He said to me that...

He told to me that...

He told me that...

This is a book of Bill Bryson

This is a book by Bill Bryson

He entered in the room

He entered the room.

It depends of the weather.

It depends on the weather.

I would like to go in Africa

I would like to go to Africa

I am not interested by politics.

I am not interested in politics.

He married with her.

He married her.

I would like go to Africa for to help the people

I would like to go to Africa to help people

I want that she comes.

I want her to come.

He doesn't stop telling lies.

He keeps telling lies.

I am used to work a lot.

I am used to working a lot.

I didn't say nothing.

I didn't say anything

That is an other story.

That is another story.

I am waiting since Christmas.

I have been waiting since Christmas.

He worked during three months.

He worked for three months.

They want that people understand.

They want people to understand.

According to me

In my opinion

in United States

in the United States

They want help others people

They want to help other people

In the same time

At the same time

All is cheap

Everything is cheap

He eats all the day

He eats all day long

I go to school all the days

I go to school every day

We don't know where goes the money

We don't know where the money goes

The USA is bigger that the UK

The USA is bigger than the UK

I go often to the cinema

I often go to the cinema

The main character has 18 years old

The main character is 18 years old
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The freedom is very important

Freedom is very important

I must to do my homework

I must do my homework

When I will be older, I will become a doctor

When I am older, I will become a doctor

I live in London since two years now

I have been living in London for 2 years now

This car is enough big for our family

This car is big enough for our family

450 millions of people speak English

450 million people speak English

All what she can remember is…

All that she can remember is…
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